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Stanley’s Stick

After listening to the story, “Stanley’s Stick” by John Hegley in
Chinese, the Pre-nursery and Nursery Children started making their
own sticks. They used their sticks for various fun activities such as

rolling the ball and fishing, just as Stanley did in the story. They even
created a collaborative artwork using the sticks as paintbrushes while
learning the names of colours in Chinese.

The Snail and the Whale

The K1 and K2 children were engaged in interactive

Chinese learning based on the story, “The Snail and
the Whale” by Julia Donaldson . Moving “under-water”
through under the lined-up tables was a game
designed to help them relate with the characters in
the story.

They participated in collaborative learning as they

painted a picture of a whale in the sea together.
They also learned new Chinese nursery rhymes and
songs on the topic of underwater life.

Flight of the Bumblebee
(Music Appreciation)
As the children listened to a piece of classical music, they were
invited to share what animal came to mind. After realising it was a
bumblebee, the children buzzed around in action, depicting the rapid
changing flying patterns as described in the music.

The K1 and K2 children also used lines to
show the bumblebee’s flight while listening
to this orchestral interlude, “Flight of the
Bumblebee” by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov.

Exploring Landforms
The children explored the different types of
landforms such as archipelago, straits, isthmus, cape
and bay. They also made cards showing the various
landforms.

乌鸦喝水

The Crow & The Pitcher
The children listened to the Fable “The Crow & The Pitcher”, and learned the moral
of using wisdom and having perseverance when faced with a crisis.

The Crow persevered to comb the surroundings for water to quench its thirst.
When it found the pitcher of water but couldn’t access the water, it explored ways
to drink the water.

The Crow persisted in putting pebbles continuously into the

pitcher until the water level is high enough for it to drink from the pitcher.

We got
volunteers to act
out the scenes
and tell the
story in their
own words.

乌鸦喝水

The Crow & The Pitcher

Each tried to pretend to be the
Crow, picking up pebbles with
his/her ‘beak’

Vyom is very excited that
the water level in the bottle
rises so much, after he
dropped many pebbles into
the bottle.

乌鸦喝水

The Crow & The Pitcher

For craftwork, the children
used cut-out shapes to paste
and form a picture for the
story cover.

Fun Time
Waterplay

The children discover that some objects float, and some
sink. This is an extended activity related to the story ‘The
Crow & The Pitcher’. They appreciate the Crow’s wisdom to

drop heavy objects (sink) into the jug of water, to make
the water level rise because pebbles sink.

Let’s Learn about Inventiveness
Children with the learning disposition of inventiveness are flexible in their
thinking and can do things in different ways. Through participating in many
engaging activities, our children learned to recognise the importance of
developing this disposition by exercising their creativity, innovation, imagination
and seeing things differently while problem solving and engaging in tasks with
multiple solutions.

“Not a Box” by Antoinette Portis is a simple
illustrated book about using one’s imagination to
consider what else a box can be. After listening
to the story, children use their imaginations and
literacy skills to engage in a creative writing
activity – “It’s not a box …. It is a …..”.

Let’s Play with Boxes ...

Children passing a
cardboard box around
and taking turns to
suggest one creative
usage of the box without
repeating their friend’s
answers.

Children working together to build a tall tower
with the cardboard boxes. It was not an easy
task as they had to problem solve and figure
out how they could balance well the boxes so
that they would not fall over as their tower
got higher and higher.

We are Inventors!
Our K1 & K2 children were encouraged to think creatively
and create an object out of the recycled materials found
on the invention table. They thoroughly enjoyed the
freedom to create an invention and their finished
products were absolutely amazing!

Inventors and their Inventions
To inspire our children to adopt and exhibit the
disposition of inventiveness, we introduced them to a
few very important inventors – Alexander Graham Bell,
Thomas Edison and The Wright Brothers…

Children made cup telephone after
studied about Alexander Graham Bell
who invented the telephone.

Children enjoyed hopping and jumping
their parent’s phone number on a giant
floor phone. They also had fun
engaging in telephone role-play
activities with some old telephones.

Inventors and their Inventions
When learning about Thomas Edison who invented the
lightbulb, the children had fun experiencing what life
would be like if there were no light by participating in a
cardboard box maze activity – finding their way out in a
“dark” maze with the help of a torchlight. For the
culminating activity, the children made a torchlight craft.

